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Dissolution would not have been attended by the same result;  but— 1910
and I ask the particular attention of the House and the country to this— Age 58
a Dissolution under these circumstances would have made it almost
impossible to keep the name and authority of the King out of the arena -
of electoral controversy."1
A dissolution being necessary in either event, his one thought was
how to hold it and make it decisive without involving the Crown in
the electoral struggle.
This was what was most in his mind when he decided that—
subject to an understanding with the King—the Election should
be held at once, i.e. before Christmas. No one could be more
resolute when his mind was made up, but for some days he had to
fight hard for this decision. There were waverers and doubters
within the party, and some of the astutest electioneers predicted
disaster if a second election were inflicted on the country within
twelve months. Tactics apart, the only reasonable doubt was
whether the Parliament Bill should be passed through all its stages
in the House of Commons and the crisis deferred until it had been
rejected by the House of Lords, probably in the- following spring;
but to Asquith that seemed a pure waste of time, and an unnecessary
duplication of the controversy, which would in any case be renewed
in the new Parliament. The Bill had been read a first time and was
before the country; the resolutions on which it was founded and
which, contained everything material that was in it had been
exhaustively debated; the proposals of the Government were
simple and intelligible and known to everybody in principle and ia
detail. The Conference had explored all the possibilities of agreed
settlement with wholly negative results. These things taken
together seemed to Asquith to constitute a complete fulfilment of
the conditions preliminary to a dissolution which could reasonably
be asked for by the Crown for the exercise of the constitutional lasfc
resort, and lie saw no advantage in going over tlie ground again
until he was assured that the result would be decisive.
All these were good reasons, but once more the final considera-
tion which clinched the matter in his mind was that if the election
were postponed until there had been another clash in Parliament
between the two Houses, the action of the King must have been tt
subject of public controversy. Partisans would have demanded to
know whether the e< guarantees " had been given, and the answer
coiild hardly have been kept back or the Sovereign shielded from
criticism, however correct or constitutional his conduct might have
1 House of Commons, 7th August, 1911*

